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To ensure valid research it is necessary
to measure
the
parameters
of the experiment.
Much like one measures
temperature
when conducting
a thermal
experiment,
the acceleration
variable
needs to be measured
while
conducting
microgravity
experiments.
Vibrations
exist
on the space station lor a variety of reasons: equipment
operation,
structural
motion,
crew
movement,
and
thermal expansion
are but a few. Table 1 lists some
typical
events
and
their
effective
frequency
and
amplitude
ranges[ I ].
Residual
steady-state
accelerations
are present
due to atmospheric
drag,

Abstract

The lntenlational
Space Station opens for business in
the
year
2000,
and
with
the opening,
science
investigations
will take
advantage
of the
unique
conditions
it provides
as an on-orbit
laboratory
for
research.
With initiation
of scientific
studies comes a
treed to understand
the environment
present
during
research.
The
Space
Acceleration
Measurement
System-H provides
researchers
a consistent
means to
understand
the vibratol T conditions
present
during
experimentation
on the International
Space Station.
The Space Acceleration
Measurement
System-ll,
or
SAMS-II,
detects
vibrations
present
while the space
station
is operating.
SAMS-ll
on-orbit
hardware
is
comprised
of two basic building
block elements:
a
centralized
conttvl
unit and multiple
Remote
Triaxial
Sensors
deployed
to
measure
the
acceleration
environment
at the
point
of scientific
research,
generally
within a research
rack. Ground Operations
Equipment
is deployed
to complete
the command,
control and data telemetra, elements
of the SAMS-il
implementation.
Initially,
operations
consist
of user requirements
development,
measurement
sensor deployment
attd use,
and data recovery
on the ground.
Future
system
enhancements
will provide additional
user functionality
and support more simultaneous
users.

Event
Reboost. ihrusters
Crew Exercise
Equipment Operation
(Shuttle data)
Structural s_'stem
Atmospheric Dra[[
Rotational Effects
Vehicle Maneuvers
Table

1. Typical

Frequency
Range (Hz)
0- 100+
0- 5
1 - 150
0.04 - 25+
0 - 0.01
0 - 0.1
0- 10+
Acceleration

Amplitude
Ran[e _ug)
30030,000
50- 1.000
10 - 500
0.1 - 100
0. I - 1.0
0.01 - I
I - 100
Events

rotational
accelerations,
and gravity gradient
effects.
No matter
how one designs
a space
station,
some
residual
vibration
and quasi-steady
acceleration
will
always be present.
The presence
of this environment
may not be a problem,
but when scientists
try to study
theoretical
effects of removing
gravity through on-orbit
experiments,
the effects
of acceleration
tend
to
confuse their experimental
results
unless the actual
environment
is accounted
for. The SAMS-II
project is
responsible
for measuring
the vibratory
accelerations
for all U.S. microgravity
science
payloads
who may
require
them.
The
SAMS-II
instrument
directly
supports the science
disciplines
contained
within the
Microgravity
Research
Program
of
the
National
Aeronautics
and Space Administration's
Office of Life
and
Microgravity
Science
and
Applications
by
providing a consistent
means of measuring
the residual
vibration environment
during microgravity
research.
SAMS-II
provides
a service
to investigators
who
need
measurements
takencollecting
the
data,
ensuring
its validity,
and providing
basic
analysis

Introduction
The International
Space
Station
(ISS)
provides
a
research
plattbrm
in space
to conduct
investigations
that are just not possible
on earth. The space station
provides
an environment
known
as microgravity ",
allowing
basic
and
applied
research
in numerous
disciplines
to take place.
These science
disciplines
span the areas of biotechnology,
combustion,
fluids
science,
fundamental
physics,
and materials
science.
_'microgravity: the condition resulting from free-fall of an orbiting
body: this condition provides an apparent weightless state to an item
relative to its surroundings
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services.
Additionalcapabilityfordatareductionand
analysisis availablefromthe PrincipalInvestigator
MicrogravityServices
(PIMS)project,described
later,
whichis responsible
for understanding
the scientific
relevanceof the collecteddata, conductingfurther
analyseson the data, and providingcounselingto
individualinvestigators
whomightbe unfamiliarwith
on-orbitacceleration
measurement
characteristics
and
their effects

on an experiment.

Requirements
The researchers
within the science
disciplines
that
are
conducting
initial
investigations
aboard
the
International
Space Station have a difficult job- they
are designing
experiments
to be conducted
aboard a
vehicle
which
itself
is being
designed
and
built.
SAMS-II has asked these same researchers
to define
their requirements
for the acceleration
measurement
system that will support them. In conjunction
with the
inputs from users of similar instruments,
a generalized
system
was defined
that supports
the entire
set of
space station
microgravity
researchers,
meeting
their
initial measurement
needs as well as those expected
as the space station becomes
operational
and research
expertise
develops.
The legitimacy
of these requirements
was driven
home in 1992, when the U.S. National
Academy
of
Sciences/
National
Research
Council
stated that the
microgravity
environment
must
be
measured
to
quantify
it for the research
being
conducted.
In a
document
discussing
the
future
of
microgravity
research,
the National
Research
Council
stated
the
following
challenge:

upgrade
program by leveraging
continued
technology
enhancements
in hardware capabilities.
To state the requirements
simply,
the SAMS-II
must
measure
the
acceleration
environment
tbr
multiple payloads
simultaneously
conducting
research
in space throughout
the lifetime
of the International
Space Station. It must accurately
acquire this data, do
it within the available resources
and the constraints
of
the space station. It must then provide this information
to the end user, the scientist,
in various formats,
all
within a timely manner.

Capabilities

SAMS-II
has a distributed
architecture
design,
which
results
in a measurement
system
that
is
expandable,
upgradable,
and deployable
aboard
the
International
Space Station. Multiple
Remote Triaxial
Sensor (RTS) systems
are able to be deployed
near
any payload
requiring
direct
measurements
of the
acceleration
environment.
A
controller,
initially
consisting
of a laptop computer,
uses the space station
Medium
Rate Link (MRL)
network
to connect
the
independent
RTS
systems
together
on-orbit
and
provides
a single point communication
link to the
SAMS-II
Ground
Operations
Equipment
at
a
Telescience
Support
Center
(TSC)
where data are
received
for
distribution
to
users.
Figure
I
schematically
shows the system's
data flow.
.f"",...

_':i"

A measurement
system
to address
this challenge
was devised
for science
investigations
on the space
shuttle. The Space Acceleration
Measurement
System
(SAMS) has flown over 20 times since early 1991 [3].
Now a new system,
SAMS-II,
is in final stages
of
development
with its first deployment
expected
aboard
the International
Space
Station
in the year
2000.
Similarities
between
the
shuttle-based
SAMS
hardware
and the space-station
bound SAMS-II
units
exist, but significant
technological
improvements
in
hardware,
such as high performance
analog-to-digital
converters
enable enhancements
in performance
to be
made in this second generation
measurement
system.
The space station capabilities
also provide an ability
for instruments
to function
in a more lab-like setting.
The SAMS-II takes advantage
of these improvements
within its design implementation
[4]. Furthermore,
the
SAMS-II
is designed
to accommodate
an ongoing
1999-209047
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"The g-level must be measured
accurately,
locally, frequently,
and synchronously
with every
experiment."
[21
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1. SAMS-I|

System

's

Data Flow

SAMS-II
relies on the infrastructure
of the space
station similar to the manner
in which a researcher
relies on the capabilities
of his laboratory
to conduct
science
investigations.
In this manner,
duplication
of
resources
is avoided,
and the needs of users are met
while
minimizing
the
complexity
and
cost
of
developing
the SAMS-II. The ISS MRL serves as the
conduit
to move data from source
to receiver.
The
distributed
RTS units support
multiple
users while
offering
individual
control
over the collected
data.
Users are able to modify data acquisition
parameters
in a manner
as if they "owned"
the hardware
by
selecting
the frequency
range measured
by the RTS,
2

therebyminimizingthe loadon networktraffic.Onboard signal conditioningand conversioninto
engineering
unitsareimplemented
to providea direct
feedbackto payloadsand crew of the current
environment,if desired.A centralizedcontroller
systemprovidesa meansto keeptrack of acquired
dataandeachunit's health.Modularsoftwareand
hardwareallow tbr simplifiedenhancements
and
upgrades
to thesystems.
Whilethespacestationis still underconstruction,
a subsetof the ultimatevehiclecapabilityis being
providedto allow initiationof research.
The early
deployment
of anInterimControlUnit (ICU) follows
suit,providinga limitednumber
of initialusersa setof
core measurementservices. Data conversion,
collection,anddissemination
to thegroundarebeing
provided.Ultimately,the ICU will be upgraded
to a
full-fledgedControlUnit. This upgradeenablesonboarddataanalysis
anddirectfeedback
of information
to payloads
andthecrew.Thisupgrade
alsoenables
on-board
controlof experimental
parameters
with the
hopeof optimizingthe experimentoperations.
The
ControlUnit deployment
is timedto coincidewith
initialoperations
of themajorresearch
facilitiesbeing
developed
in biotechnology,
combustion,
fluid physics,
materialsscience,andlow temperature
physics.As
thesefacilitiesaredeployed,
it is expected
thatmore
simultaneous
measurements
will be requiredand
additionalSAMS-IIControlUnitperformance
features
will bedesired.
Throughout
this deployment
of interimand final
controlcapability,
thecoreelementof SAMS-IIis the
Remote
TriaxialSensorsystem.Thissystemconsists
oftwo sensor
headsanda supporting
electronics
unit,
whichareinstalledin multiplelocationsthroughout
thespacestation.EachRTSis capableof providing
measurements
from0.01Hz upbeyond300Hz.This
wide-band
regionis knownasthevibratory,org-jitter
regime.
Amplitudes
areexpected
from1 micro-gupto
ashighas 10milli-g.TheRTSheadsarecapableof
measuring
acrossthisrangeandbeyond,up to 0.1 g,
should there be a higher amplitudetransient
disturbance
takingplace.
Interim Control

Unit

Functionally,
the ICU provides a single location
at
which the software
required
to operate
an RTS is
housed. Whenever
an RTS is powered
up, the ICU
recognizes
the RTS,
instructs
it across
the space
station
network
to configure
itself
according
to
preprogrammed
settings and allows the RTS to initiate
measurements
tor the payload
customer.
A time
synchronization
is performed bringing RTS time in line
with ICU time. Alter the data from the RTS is received
by the ICU, it is checked
for completeness,
combined
with data from other sensors and hardware
performance
data, and downlinked
to the ground.
The ICU computer
subsystem
is a ThinkPad
laptop
from the ISS pool of flight grade Portable
Computer
Systems.
To communicate
with the RTS systems,
the
ICU software operates across the space station payload
Ethernet network known as the Medium Rate Link in a
two-way communication
mode similar to that used to
network
computers
together
between
offices.
This
laptop
is integrated
into an International
Subrack
Interface Standard (ISIS) drawer along with 1CU power
and cooling subsystems.
Although
not expected
to be
needed
tbr baseline
operation,
the ICU laptop
has
sufficient hard disk capacity
to store up to 10 hours of
data from five sensor heads running at their maximum
frequency
range. This capability
is provided
in case
downlink
services
are interrupted,
and it allows
onorbit research to continue until services are restored.
Remote

Triaxial

Sensor

Capabilities

The SAMS-II
Remote
Triaxial
Sensor
systems
consist of two primary building
block elements:
the
RTS-Sensor
Enclosure
(SE)
and
RTS-Electronics
Enclosure
(EE). [4] Each element serves a distinct
role
in the
measurement
of microgravity
acceleration
aboard the International
Space
Station.
An RTS-EE
and two RTS-SE
units are shown in Figure
2 along
with one RTS interface cable.

Capabilities

The SAMS-II controller
unit being deployed
for the
initial operations
and research
stage is known as the
Interim Control Unit, and provides basic command
and
control features
for the limited number of distributed
RTS units present during early utilization.
The ICU
relies on the availability
of existing laptop
computers
which are flight ruggedized
and deployed by the space
station program.
Figure
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2. Remote

Triaxial

Sensor

System

EachSensorEnclosure
is mountedas closeas Ground Operations
Equipment
possibleto the experiment
beingsupported
to best
A third element
within the SAMS-II
architecture
measurethe environment
presentat the point of
does
not
fly
aboard
space
station,
yet
it
is
as
critical to
research.The SE containsthe primarytransducer
elementswhichsensethe vibratoryexcitation,signal the successful completion of the mission of acquiring
acceleration
data to the research
conditioning,
and24 bit analog-to-digital
converters. and disseminating
Thevibrationtransducers
arecommercially
available community as the on-orbit hardware. This element is
single axis, servo-driven pendulous mass the Ground Operations Equipment (GOE). The SAMSaccelerometers
typicallyusedforinertialguidance
and II GOE is located in the Telescience Support Center
navigationpurposes.The A-to-D convertersare (TSC) within the NASA Glenn Research Center. The
programmable,
providing versatility in selecting TSC provides users an entry to the command, control,
samplerate/acquisition
frequencyrangesof interest and data dissemination that occur between the space
basedonresearch
requirements
andarelocatedwithin station and the SAMS-II GOE. The TSC is also
the SE to minimizethe influenceof measurement implementing its ISS capabilities in phases, due to the
progressive
implementation
of on-ground
research
noise.Thedynamicrangeof the 24 bit converters
in
eachSEis sufficientlylargeto eliminatetheneedtor capabilities.
gain-changing
circuitry during on-orbitoperations.
Integrated temperature transducers in the
EXPRESS
Memory
Unit
accelerometersalso allow for temperature
Middeck
Locker
Power/Data
compensation
of the accelerationdata when the
SAMS-II
Electronics
Enelosur¢
Connectors
accelerationdata are applied againsttemperature (Applicable to ARIS Rack Only)
calibrationcurves.Preciseorthogonaialignmentto
betterthan0.1"betweenthe threesensors
providesa
triaxial measurement
of the environment.The
calibrationof eachSE is basedon the useof scale
factor, bias, and temperature compensation
coefficients
independently
established
on the ground
ISIS drawer
Power Switches
tor eachaccelerometer.
Thesevaluesare provided
withina look-uptableforeachaxisofanSE. A recall
of theon-orbitSEunitsforrecalibration
is plannedto
SAMS Sensor
occurnominally
everytwoyears.Unitsareexpected
to
Ports (Quantity
2)
maintainstabilitythroughthisperiod,astheyarenot
installed
in harshvibratory
environments.
Middeck
Locker
EachElectronicsEnclosureprovidespower and
Power/Data
Connectors
command
signalsfor upto two Sensor
Enclosures
and
(Typical
4 places)
receives
thetemperature
anddigitalacceleration
data
fromeachSE.The EE executescompensation
for
temperatureand residualalignmenteffects, and
ISIS Drawer
Locations
optionallyconverts
thedatato engineering
units.The
(Quantity
2)
H
ElectronicsEnclosurecontainsnetwork interface
Payload
Ethernet
circuitryto provideconnectivityacrossthe space
Hub/Bridge
(PEHB)
stationEthernet
via standard
internetprotocolsto the
centralized
SAMS-IIcontroller.
Figure 3. RTS-EE within EXPRESS
Rack
Generally,
theEE hardware
is embedded
withina
science
or facilityrackat thetimeof itsinitial launch,
The Ground
Operations
Equipment
performs
two
andan RTScableis routedto a moreaccessible key functions. It maintains control, monitoring the
Sensor
Enclosure
whichis likelyto beinstalledontoa
health, status, and performance
of the operational
onparticular
science
payloadwhenthepayload
is brought orbit elements of SAMS-II, and it provides a means by
uponorbit.Variations
on installationmethods
forboth which the volume of downlinked data can be provided
the EEandthe SEarenegotiated
by SAMS-IIwith to the principal investigator (PI) conducting research.
eachenduser.An exampleof anRTS-EEinstallation These data are also provided to the PI Microgravity
is shownin Figure3, whereanEE(labeled"SAMS-II Services
(PIMS)
organization
for analysis
and
Electronics
Enclosure")
is embedded
withinthe mid- characterization
of the environment
to provide
PI's
shelfof an EXPRESS
(EXpeditethe PRocessing
of
with information
about the microgravity
environment.
Experiments
to SpaceStation)Rack and two SE The PIMS team has conducted analysis of SAMS and
connection
points("SAMSSensorPorts")arebrought ()ARE (a quasi-steady acceleration sensor instrument)
to the frontpanelfor easymiddecklockerpayload data from the early 1990's and have established useraccessibility.
preferred
data formats for numerous
shuttle missions.
NASA/TM--1999209047

The PIMSteamis responsible
for makingthe data
available
totheenduserin asexpeditious
a manneras
possible.
Duringearlyutilization, the GOE is the mechanism

Operations
commence
on ISS flight 6A, currently
scheduled
for launch
in April,
2000.
For
initial
utilization,
SAMS-II
deploys
the ICU within an ISIS
drawer
on EXPRESS
Rack
#2, an Active
Rack

by which changes
in SAMS-II
on-orbit configurations
are
made.
These
changes
are
implemented
via
commands
issued by ground operators.
At the transition
from ICU to CU operations,
commanding
from remote
sites will be implemented.
Remote
commanding
will
allow autonomy
for a PI, providing
the investigator
direct control of the performance
configuration
of their
sensor.

Isolation
System (ARIS)-equipped
rack. The Physics
of Colloids
in Space fluids experiment
[4] is the first
science
user supported
with SAMS-II
measurements,
and
coincidentally
is housed
within
the
same
EXPRESS rack. This sub-rack experiment
is supported
by an SE connected
to the embedded
EE.
Two
additional
RTS-EE
units are housed within two ISIS
drawers in EXPRESS
Rack #1, supporting
three SE
rack-interface
measurements
being taken around
the
boundary
of
EXPRESS
Rack
#2
to
perform
measurements
of the input environment
to the ARIS.
The ICU, RTS-EE's
and RTS-SE's
are monitored
on
the GOE at the Telescience
Support Center;
any outof-tolerance
voltages,
temperatures
or
processor
conditions
are detected
and displayed
on the GOE.
Warning and shutdown alarms are detected
within the
GOE, with a subset of shutdown
conditions
being
provided to the EXPRESS
Rack for on-orbit detection.
General
status of resources,
such as data throughput,
on-board
storage
available,
and RTS configuration
logging is also conducted
by the SAMS-II GOE.
The collected
data are downlinked
to the GOE.
Concurrently
with being checked for obvious erroneous
results, the data are routed to the Principal
Investigator
Microgravity
Services
(PIMS)
group
for
data
processing.
As the data
are received,
the PIMS
analysis
routines
are
applied,
converting
the
acceleration-versus-time
records
into power
spectral
density (PSD) records.
Each PSD is accumulated
over
time and a color spectrogram
of the acceleration
versus frequency
versus time is generated
[I]. This
spectrogram,
along
with other
real-time
calculated
parameters
such as peak and root-mean-square
values
over a set time period are made available
across
a
world-wide-web
accessible
link.
SAMS-II/PIMS

Performance

Validation

As SAMS-II
reaches
the end of its development
cycle, it is necessary
to verify the system capabilities
versus the stated requirements.
The deployed
system
must meet a multitude
of environmental
requirements,
such as exposure
to 3 g to 4 g launch
vibration
accelerations,
withstanding
exposure
to
electromagnetic
interference,
and
meeting
other
various
crew
and
vehicle
imposed
requirements.
These verifications
are conducted
at both subsystem
and system
levels.
Verification
methods
in use to
demonstrate
the design has met requirements
include
inspections,
analyses,
and tests. A final validation
of
performance
is also required. Validation
for SAMS-II
is
complicated
by the phasing
of deployment
stages by
the ISS, TSC, and the SAMS-II controller.
And since
not all the SAMS-II hardware
with true ISS interfaces
will be available
at any one point in time, conducting
a final end-to-end
system test must wait until SAMS-II
arrives on-orbit. To minimize the risk imposed by these
constraints,
simulators
are invoked at various stages to
accomplish
the
verifications
and
system
demonstrations
in a modular fashion at the subsystem
levels for the RTS and the ICU.

On-Orbit

Operations

expects
that updates
will be made
available
at 2
minute intervals.
PIMS also conducts
a general
analysis
of all the
acquired
data,
and
provides
characterization
assessments
of the
environment
so that
future
researchers
and payload developers
may benefit from
knowledge
of the general
environment
of this new
research facility.

Following
delivery of the first on-orbit hardware,
a
short period
of system checkout
and an integrated
validation test is conducted.
This point is the first time
in which
all flight hardware
operational
elements
(SAMS-II,
EXPRESS
Rack,
and ISS network)
are
integrated.
After
system
checkout,
operations
begin
and
include payload-specific
Principal
Investigator
support
and involve acquiring
long streams of contiguous
data
from as many sensors as are deployed.
The newness of
the vehicle
(ISS)
and this measurement
system,
in
combination,
provide a unique opportunity
to gain an
understanding
of the current
vehicle
performance
to
meet
its requirement
to provide
conditions
for its
payloads.
Such insight may allow future operational
changes, expanding
the research
capability
of the ISS.
NASA/TM--1999-209047

Customers
A variety
of groups
with differing
perspectives
constitute
the customer
base for SAMS-II.
Specific
Principal
Investigators
and their science teams as well
as the payload
developer
teams
all require
support
from
the
SAMS-II
and
PIMS
teams
to deliver
acceleration
measurement
data
from
the
ISS
environment.
5

PrincipalInvestigators-The PI is providedwith
As stated
earlier,
one planned
upgrade
is the
experimentspecific measurements.
Measurements transition from the Interim Control Unit to a more
must be acquirednear the sciencepayload,as capable Control Unit. The ICU will be replaced by the
structuraltransmissibilitycharacteristics
alter the Control Unit, which is currently scheduled to be put
environment
to which the scientificexperimentis
into operation
by 2002. The Control
Unit provides
exposed.
Thereis morevariationin transmissibility
the capability
for acquisition
of more
sensors,
and a
furtherthemeasurement
is takenfromtheexperiment capability to conduct processing and data analysis onlocation.In addition,PIMSworkswith the PI tbr a
board the International
Space
Station.
The Control
particularexperiment
to determineany specialized Unit also accepts the quasi-steady
acceleration
data
dataanalysis
needs.Aspartof thiseducational
effort, from the Microgravity
Acceleration
Measurement
PIMS annuallyoffersa MicrogravityEnvironment System data stream [6]. Further data processing and
Interpretation
Tutorial.
distribution
back
to on-orbit
user
facilities
and
Payload developers- Each experimentis
payloads
is possible
in addition
to nominal
data
developedby a payloaddeveloper.The SAMS-II transmission to the ground.
projectworkswith thesedevelopers
to ensureproper
integrationof the RTS hardware.
Payloadspecific Conclusion
interfaceagreements
are developedand negotiated
SAMS-II
has
been
developed
to
provide
a
betweenSAMS-II and each payloadto define
installation configurationsand streamline the consistent means of providing vibratory acceleration
integrationprocess.Payloadsincludesub-racksize measurements to the microgravity research community
aboard
the International
Space
Station.
The system
unitsandrack-levelfacilities.Besidesthe Physicsof
across
the
expected
magnitude
and
Colloidsin Space[5] experiment,
SAMS-IIsupports measures
frequency
ranges of the vibration
environment
over
andis onschedule
to providemeasurement
services
to
the MicrogravityResearchProgramfor on-orbit which the space station researchers have concern. The
deploymentsby the lollowing disciplines and results of the measurements provided by SAMS-II are
facilities:
necessary
to understand
the interdependence
between
and
experimental
results.
This
a) Biotechnology(BioTechnologyFacility, May the environment
2004)
understanding
is needed
for the development
of
of results in
b) Combustion(CombustionIntegrated Rack, theoretical models and the documentation
fundamental
scientific studies.
October
2002)
c) FluidsScience(Fluids IntegratedRack, June References
2003)
d) Fundamental Physics (Low Temperature [I] DeLombard, R., Compendium oflnformation fgr
lnterpretin_ the Micro_ravity Environment of the Orbiter
Microgravity
Physics
Facility,April2004)
Snacecraft. NASA TM-107032, 1996
e) MaterialsScience(MaterialScienceResearch
Facility-threeracks,October2002,June2003,
[2]

and July 2004)
In addition, the multi-user
EXPRESS
Rack program
will receive
four RTS-EE units (deployed
April and
August 2000, January and July 2004). The embedded
EE subsystem
becomes
a service
available
to users
and, in combination
with a SE provided to the subrack
payload, provides the payload a full RTS measurement
capability.
The multi-user
Microgravity
Science
Glovebox also
has been allocated
an RTS system for use as early as
August 2000.
Future

131 DeLombard, R., Finley, B. D., et. al., Development and
Flight Results from the Space Acceleration
Measurement System ISAMSI, NASA TM-105625 (AIAA
92-0345), 1992.

[41 Sutliff, T. J., Requirements

and Development of an
Acceleration Measurement System for lntern:_ligntd
St)ace Station Microgravity Science Payloads. NASA
TM-107484, 1998.

151 Ansari, R. R.. Hovenac E. A., et. al., Physics of Colloi0s
in Space Experiment. Space Technology and
Applications International Forum- STAIF-99. 1999.

Enhancements

SAMS-II
continues
to evolve
with the ongoing
utilization
of the International
Space Station. Not only
are
there
ongoing
preventative
and
remedial
maintenance
plans, but as technology
advances,
it is
anticipated
that upgrades
to both the hardware
and
performance
will be possible.
NASAfFM--
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Toward a Microgravity Research Strategy, Space
Studies Board, National Research Council, 1992.

16l Rice, J. E., Fox, J. C., et. al., Microgravity
Measurement System for the International
IEEE IMTC/99 #9089. 1999.
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